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Imagination as emancipation
Iris Marion Young's work was always motivated by the desire to look for alternative interpretations of social reality in order to achieve its transformation. That is, a reorientation of looking, aimed at seeing the unrealised possibilities that each society 'experiences as lacks and desires' (2000a: 10) so we can make them into reality through the 'norms and ideals (which) arise from the yearning that is an expression of freedom' (ibid.). For her, critical theory should reflect on existing social relations and interactions, and then identify and systematise those experiences and feelings of lacking and dissatisfaction.
The imagination is 'the faculty of transforming the experience of what is into a project of what could be ' (1990: 6) . This is the tool with which to start to identify and expand our thinking possibilities. From those imagined possibilities emerge the ideals and principles which will play a critical function because they permit the envisioning of what is in light of what could be.
In this Chapter I propose Young's understanding of critical theory as a general discursive framework for several reasons. I shall start by focusing specifically on some European cities such as Paris or Amsterdam because they are pertinent contexts of Young's analysis of city life as an alternative to an ideal of community or to liberal individualism (1990: 226-248; 1999) . I consider the case of Paris as paradigmatic primarily due to its relatively large non-European migrant population that is experienced as racially and culturally different. Also due to the fact that the French republican values of homogeneity and unity build a national identity that typically results in situating some people at a structural disadvantage while at the same time producing and maintaining advantages for others.
In Paris, the visual appearance of the veil is not only an indicator of difference but also a sign that this difference is covered by a language and policy which usually aims to 'make social and economic deviants fit into dominant norms and institutions ' (2000a: 13) . In these cases of inclusion of immigrant groups, the veil should make us aware of the lack of fit between the cultural repertoires and attributes of those social groups and the structures, norms and aesthetic standards dominant in our societies (Vieten, 2011) .
The second reason for using Young's understanding of critical theory is that this Chapter aims to challenge the liberal strategies of assimilation
